**Interior Design**


Merijane Lee, “Success With and Barriers to Aging in Place,” 2013, Advisor Gus Vouchilas.


**Nutrition/Dietetics**

Kate Haisch, “Effects of Harvest of the Month Curriculum on Mediators of Children’s’ Vegetable intake,” In progress, Advisor Gretchen Lynn George.

Bethany Pianca, “Nutrition Support in Patient with Cerebrovascular Accident,” In progress, Advisor Gretchen Lynn George.

Ghazal Tabrizi, “Fruit and Vegetable Consumption and BMI among San Francisco State University Students,” In progress, Advisor Gretchen Lynn George.

Alicia Connor, “Women’s Perceived Support Compared with Weight Loss Behavior Changes (Diet and Activity),” In progress, Advisor Gretchen Lynn George.


Hilda Moscoso, “Herbal and Dietary Supplements for Treating HIV Infection and AIDS: Myth or Fact?” Advisors Sarah Josef.


**Apparel**


Christine Kastanos, “Communication methods within preproduction processes for large and small apparel businesses,” In progress, Advisor Kelly Reddy-Best.


**Family Studies/Education**


